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About This Game

Will of the Gods is an strategical 1v1 arcade game where players play as Gods, each trying to guide as many followers as they
can to their temple, while punishing those who choose to follow the other God. It's a game about tactics, skill and proving who
the better one is! Pick an arena, choose your game settings and activate gamemode mutators to create a chaotic duel between

you and a friend your rival.

Play at your own pace - be it casually, versus an AI or heat things up and fight a friend! Will of the Gods is easy to pick up but
hard to master due to several gameplay mechanics and the presence of micro-management! If, perhaps, you want both fun(the
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crazy type) and to prove that you are indeed the better player, you can activate several gamemode mutators to spice up your
game.

Features

Play Online or Offline versus a friend or an A.I.

Become an almighty God! Prove once and for all who is better!

Change gamemode settings and activate mutators to augment your gameplay

Pick from a variety of levels

Guide followers to your temple to secure your victory

Cast lightning to make enemies lose their faith or summon tornadoes to split large groups up !
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Title: Will of the Gods
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Comrades Inc.
Publisher:
Comrades Inc.
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 2.4 Ghz+ Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 560 / Radeon 6850

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 750 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBox controler for Windows or equivalent is recommended.

English,French,Bulgarian,Russian
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Bad game.
It's good for trading cards. There's nothing here that you haven't seen done before or done better. Waste of time.. Amazing
game! Good puzzles, graphics and musics!. Pretty fun game, if you like god-like simulators where you have to create an
efficient city, balancing it's productions and want to create your perfect place, this is the game for you!. Pros:

-Great music

-Nice artwork

-Good atmosphere

-Good price

Cons:

-Looked promising based on the reviews, but the resulting game leaves a lot to be desired.

-The text, which is overly descriptive and full of grammatical errors, is almost impossible to read.

-The ending that I achieved (assuming it is the only ending) was unecassary and unwarranted.
(ie,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Hey its basically free game.. For a free game, this was DEFINITELY worth the
play. The game is short. 10 hours max, but the story is rich for a free to play game. This is worth anyone's time really.. Great
game!!! I'm really enjoying it... :)
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I really like this game it is one of my favourites. as you might be able to tell with how many hours I've played. The only thing I
would change is I would like more middle class white male avatars.. Needs a lot of work. It really wasn't ready yet for everyone..
My fault for not checking what was included, but I expected DLCs. Regardless, what you do get from this upgrade is not worth
it.. Very good Escape the room genre game. The puzzles have just the right amount of difficulty and the solutions make sense. I
took my time and got 4.5 hours worth of playtime. Only con is the graphics and textures can be sometimes not very detailed that
it leads you to miss some clues like blurry words.. A great story, meant to be played multiple times. This should keep me busy
for a while!. Remove this from the store please, it's not even a game just a scam and they already said they will not continue to
work on this. There are literally better games on flash sites from 2000.. so the game itself was interesting and fun until I ran into
a game ending bug (I presume it was a bug). Near the ending, the player has to place 3 map pieces in a Map frame, and that
opens up a locker revealing a statue that is required to proceed with the game ending. So the locker did not open, and the map
frame continued to say "Map Frame Empty. Nothing I could do except stop playing the game. My OS is Windows 10 (up to
date).

Since i had played over Steam's maximum refund time of 2 hours, they refused a refund. I understand this, but think due to the
circumstances, the product did not perform properly, prevented further gameplay, and a refund was in order.

Unfortunately, I'd have to not recommend the game, as the problem I experienced may occur for others. Otherwise, I would
have recommended it.. this is a very good game sweet stratagy, nice community, from time to time some competetiveness very
nice big battles and a very well made leaderboard its just great, thumbs up ^-^
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